The scientists believe that RCM output is directly used as input for climate change impact models, while it consists of systematic errors. Consequently, RCM still requires bias correction to be used as an input model. The purpose of this study was to analyze the RCM performance before and after bias correction, its best performance from several models, as well as to clarify the importance of bias correction before it is used to analyze climate change. As a result of this, the method used for bias correction was Distribution Mapping method (for rainfall) and Average Ratio-method (for air temperature). While the Generalized Extrem Value distribution (GEV) was used to analysis extreme rainfall. To determine the performance of the model before and after bias correction, statistical analysis was used namely R 2 , NSE, and RMSE. Furthermore, ranking for every single model and Taylor Diagram was used to determine the best model. The results showed that the RCMs performance improved with bias correction. However, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-MR models can be ignored as ensemble models, because they demonstrated poor performance in simulating rainfall. From this study, it was suggested that the best model in simulating daily and monthly rainfall was ACCESS1-0, while MIROC-ESM-CHEM (daily air temperature) and ACCESS1-0 (monthly air temperature) were best models used in simulating air temperature.
Introduction
The study of climate change is become as a popular topic and is beginning to be realized as part of human needs. This study is used to investigate the response of the climate system caused by several forces, simulate interactions of the atmosphere, oceans, and the earth surface. Furthermore, this model is used to make predictions over the next few decades (Flato et al., 2013; IPCC, 2007) . The climate model, widely used to build long-term data, was known as Global Climate Model (GCM). GCM was 
Analysis of RCM performance before and after bias correction
Gridding observational data were adjusted to the grid from the output data of the RCM model. It was needed for easier to make it easier to make bias corrections of each observation grid (Dasanto et al., 2014) . The rainfall RCM data was corrected by distribution mapping method. Furthermore, for the purpose of extreme analysis, this method was more appropriate because it considers the distribution of rainfall, by assuming that its observation and RCM data were gamma distribution and probability density function as follows (Piani et al., 2010) :
Where, x = mean daily rainfall, letters a and b are the form and scale parameters respectively, = Gamma function, solved by a factorial function ( =(a-1)!) Furthermore, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) was calculating by integrating the pdf equation above. After that, it makes the transfer function of the cumulative gamma distribution between rainfall observations and model. The transfer function used to correct the model was the polynomial regression equation (Misnawati et al., 2018) . Extreme rainfall was analyzed using the Generalized Extreme Value distribution (GEV). It was an effective method to describe very rare/extreme events (Supari, 2012) . In this study, the intended extreme event was the maximum daily rainfall in one year. The GEV distribution equation is as follows. Sci. Technol., 8(2) : 52-67 August, 2019 doi: 10.13170/aijst.8.2.12340 Where, and , , were of form, scale and location parameters, respectively. Scale parameters must be positive. The GEV distribution definition range depends on k:
Various values for form parameters (k) correspond to the Gumbel, Frechet, and Weibull distributions as follows. k> 0 (Frechet), k <0 (Weibull), k = 0 (Gumbel). The threshold for a particular return period utilized the following formula:
T= return period The RCM temperature data was corrected using Average Ratio-method (Lenderink et al., 2007) . The equation of the mean ratio method was:
Where, T* = corrected temperature model, T mod = temperature model, = monthly temperature mean observation, and = monthly temperature mean model.
After correcting the data model, the model accuracy test was conducted. Phogat et al., 2016 stated that the assessment of model performance is essential because reliable statistical comparison of observed data with simulated behavior of a model reflects the performance and consistency. In this study, the accuracy of the model was tested with three statistical parameters namely mean square error, R squared, and Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency. Where, Zsim = the value of the model and Zobs = the value of observation.
The model showed to have good performance assuming the error value was small, and the correlation was high. Mukaka (2012) , classifies the correlation (R) as in Table 1 . Table 1 .Correlation value and its criteria to show the closeness of the relationship between the model and observation
Correlation Criteria 0.9 to 1.0 (-0.9 to -1) 0.7 to 0.9 (-0.7 to -0.9) 0.5 to 0.7 (-0.5 to -0.7) 0.3 to 0.5 (-0.3 to -0.5) 0.0 to 0.3 (0 to -0.3)
Very high correlation High correlation Moderate correlation
Low correlation Correlation can be ignored
Also, the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) was also used to determine the closeness of the relationship between observation and model. A perfect model is similar to the observation indicated by the NSE value = 1. Its values range -~ to 1, therefore, assuming a model has an NSE value close to 1, then the performance of the model was good. The equation for calculating its value was as follows (Moriasi et al., 2007) :
Where, Yi obs = the ith observation for the constituent being evaluated, Yi sim = the ith model for the constituent being evaluated i, Y mean = the mean of observed data for the constituent being evaluated, n = the total number of observations. The NSE value criteria, as shown in Table 2 (Zhong and Dutta, 2015, Waseem et al., 2017) . 
Analysis of the best performance RCM models.
The best performance of the RCM model was analyzed by the "ensemble performance ranking" method. This method ranks the RMSE statistic parameters for the entire RCM model ensemble based on its climatology (Herger et al., 2018) . While the statistical parameters used for ranking in this study were MSE, R 2 , and NSE (calculations have carried out in step 1). Furthermore, the score for each single RCM model was obtained from the summation of ranks for three statistical parameters. The smallest score indicated the best performance.
In addition to using the "ensemble performance ranking" method, the performance of the best models was analyzed graphically using the Taylor Diagram, which indicates a pattern of closeness between models with observations based on correlation parameters (R), root means square error (RMSE) and amplitude standard deviation (Std) (Taylor, 2001) .
Results

Comparison of RCM performance and rainfall
Comparison performance of each RCM model was carried out daily and monthly by making a long-term mean climatology from 1982 to 2005, with rainfall and temperature as the analyzed parameter. To write research results more systematically, the presentation of each climate parameter was made separately. Figure 2 shows the pattern of long-term daily and monthly mean rainfall between observations and 13 RCM models before and after bias correction. From Figure 2a , the model rainfall means value (solid line) indicates overestimate value compared to the observational value (blue dashed line). However, assuming it was observed, from the 13 models, a good number displayed similar patterns as the observation, the difference was that rainfall models are generally higher than observations. There are only three models whose patterns were not similar to observations, namely Sci. Technol., 8(2) : 52-67 August, 2019 doi: 10.13170/aijst.8.2.12340 57
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-MR. Furthermore, after the bias correction was carried out, the pattern of daily rainfall mean was seen in Figure 2b , which was the same as an observation. However, there were still some models that show the value of outlier rainfall on certain days, such as CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, MPI-ESM-MR, and CCSM4. Figure 2c shows the monthly rainfall mean pattern between observations and models before the bias correction was made. As with the daily rainfall mean, monthly rainfall means models also shows an overestimate value compared to observation. In this, there were three models which were far from observational patterns, namely CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-MR. However, the other ten models were not so far away from the observation pattern. Figure 2d shows the pattern of monthly rainfall mean between observations with the model after the bias correction was made. It is seen in the figure that the pattern of the model has followed the observation and the range of the mean value of rainfall models, which was also close to the mean value of rainfall observations. However, there were two models which in certain months failed to follow the observation pattern. The two models were CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 and MPI-ESM-MR. Comparison of the performance of the RCM model before and after being corrected based on statistics are shown in Table 3 . It was a summary of the statistical values with three parameters between uncorrected and corrected RCM. Based on Table 3 , it was clear that the bias correction will improve the performance of the model in simulating the value of rainfall. Most of the R 2 value models before correction were already high, i.e., there are ten models with R 2 values above 0.8 (daily) and 0.9 (monthly). Values above 0.8 and 0.9 were included in the category of high and very high correlation, respectively. There were only three models with R 2 values below 0.8, namely CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-CHEM, with low and moderate correlation criteria. After correction, increasing of R 2 value for daily rainfall was not adequately significant, as it still ranges between 0.8. While for monthly rainfall, ten models increased to 1, with three models above 0.9 after the bias correction was conducted. The NSE value of all uncorrected RCM models was still negative, which means that it was poor at simulating the value of rainfall both daily and monthly. While a negative NSE value indicates that the model was unacceptable. However, after correction, a good number increased to positive with the highest NSE value at the ACCESS 1-0 model for both daily and monthly meant, which were 0.53 (for daily) and 0.99 (for monthly). The CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 and MPI-ESM-MR models NSE values remained negative when simulating daily rainfall. Table 3 also shows that the RMSE value of all models decreased after the bias correction was conducted, which indicates that the performance of the model after the correction has increased. A significant decrease in RMSE was seen in monthly rainfall simulations. Table 4 shows the performance of several models indicated by the value of NSE in simulating extreme rainfall based on GEV distribution with numerous return periods. Based on Table 4, the corrected model was able to simulate extreme rainfall properly. Nine out of from thirteen models analyzed showed NSE values above 0.75, which were included in the very good category in simulating extreme rainfall. Even the MRI-CGCM3 model has an NSE value close to 1, to be exact 0.98. However, the remaining four models (CCSM4, CSIRO-MK3-6-0, GFDL-ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-MR) have poor performance, as seen from NSE less than zero (negative value) on all four models.
Air temperature
Variability in air temperature was not adequate compared to rainfall. Therefore, the bias correction applied to the air temperature was simpler by using the average ratio method between observation and the model. Figure 3 compared the average pattern of air temperature between the models before and after the bias correction. Figure 3a shows that some models were overestimated and underestimated before the bias correction was conducted. Figure 3b displays the daily air temperature mean pattern after bias correction, with the observation and model pattern same, although daily variability still exists. However, figures 3c and 3d show a monthly mean pattern of air temperature before and after correction. With the bias correction, the pattern of monthly air temperature means was the same between observation and models. But there were models in certain months different from the observation pattern, such as the bcc-csm1-1 model. A summary of statistical analysis for daily and monthly mean air temperatures, which indicates that it was very significant is presented in Table 5 . The correlation value of all models was above 0.9, even for the monthly air temperature mean with a value of 1. 
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Performance of the best RCM models and Rainfall
The best performance analysis of several RCM models based on ranking and graph analysis using Taylor Diagrams has been conducted. Research shows that each model has its performance. Table 6 was the ranking of every single model from three statistical parameters for daily, and monthly rainfall mean. Based on Table 6 , it was known that the ACCESS1-0 model was the best model in simulating daily and monthly rainfall at the study site, while the worst model was CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 and MPI-ESM-MR. In addition to the three models, the ranking sequence varies in simulating daily and monthly rainfall. However, some models experienced a drastic decline in performance when simulating monthly rainfall, namely GFDL-ESM2M, which ranked 2 and 11. Furthermore, figures 4a and 4b clarifies the best model based on its proximity. They were Taylor Diagrams used to indicate the closeness of the model with observations for daily and monthly rainfall. It was seen that the MPI-ESM-MR (K) and CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 (G) are the farthest models used to simulate daily and monthly rainfall. Besides these, the CCSM4 (E) was also far from observation for daily rainfall simulations, while the GFDL-ESM2M was far from observation for monthly rainfall simulations. Therefore, the four models were not good at simulating rainfall. 
Air temperature
The best daily and monthly model for simulating air temperature from the thirteen shown in Table 7 is the MIROC-ESM-CHEM and ACCESS1-0. While the model that was not the best in simulating daily and monthly air temperatures wereCCSM4 and bcc-csm1-1 respectively. To further clarify and determine the best and worst model in simulating daily and monthly air temperatures based on proximity to observation, Taylor Diagram in Figures 5 is very helpful visually. It was seen that the position of CCSM4 (E), bcc-csm4 (B) and CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 (G) models were the furthermost from observation position (in simulating daily air temperatures). While the CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 (G) and bcc-csm4 (B) models were the furthermost from observation position (in simulating monthly air temperatures). Therefore, the three models (CCSM4, bcc-csm4, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0) were not good at simulating air temperatures compared to others, as all of them were close to observation. Aceh Int. J. Sci. Technol., 8(2): 52-67 August, 2019 doi: 10.13170/aijst.8.2.12340 
Discussion
Comparing RCM performance before and after bias correction.
Every RCM have different characteristics because they are from different types of downscaling or GCM sources. Figure 2a shows the existence of 10 models whose patterns were similar to observation with only three models comprising of different patterns, namely CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-MR. These models came from CORDEX while the other was from NEX-GDP. Therefore, different RCM data sources show different output of characters. CORDEX in producing RCM uses a dynamic downscaling technique while NEX-GDDP uses statistics downscaling. These results indicate that the downscaling statistics were better at simulating rainfall compared to dynamic downscaling, which is consistent with researches conducted by Attique (2018) and Roux et al., (2018) . Attique stated that statistics downscaling produces satisfactory simulation results in projecting monthly rainfall cycles while dynamic downscaling shows simulation of rainfall, which has a high bias for both historical and future periods. In line with Attique, Roux stated that statistics downscaling produced better simulations in many cases compared to dynamic downscaling. The three models above also show that the model was better at simulating during the dry season compared to the rainy season. During the rainy season, the graph was far above the observation, meaning that during this period, the resulting error was greater. This result was consistent with Aldrian et al. (2004) in simulating rainfall throughout Indonesia using the MPI model. He showed that the best simulation results occur in the dry season.
Based on Figure 2 and Table 3 , the daily and monthly rainfall mean patterns between observations and models show that the bias correction increases the similarity pattern of rainfall models with observation. Furthermore, it was clear that the bias correction improves the performance of the model in simulating the value of rainfall. The performance improvement of the model was indicated by the increasing value of R 2 , NSE, and the smaller value of RMSE. When the values of R 2 and NSE are closer to 1, it indicates that the model was getting closer to observation. However, there were still some models that differ slightly in pattern with observations even though biased corrections have been made such as CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, MPI-ESM-MR, CCSM4 (for the daily rainfall mean pattern) and CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, MPI-ESM-MR (for monthly rainfall mean pattern). Beside pattern differences, the NSE values of CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 and MPI-ESM-MR for daily rainfall simulations still show negative values, even though the bias correction has been carried out. Since the beginning, the performance of both models before and after bias correction was different from observation. Therefore, the model with a different observation pattern will be difficult to improve even though bias correction has been conducted.
The bias correction in this study uses the distribution mapping method with advantages in considering the type of rainfall distribution to have a good performance in simulating extreme rainfall compared to other methods. Table 4 shows that by using the mapping method, the model was able to perform very well in describing extreme rainfall in the study area. The NSE values of nine models were above 0.75, which means that the model's ability was very good at simulating extreme rainfall as observed. Only four models of NSE were below 0, it means that the four models were unacceptable in simulating extreme rainfall from the beginning. Also, the results of this method equation are applied to projected rainfall models. Figure 3 shows that patterns of air temperature similar to rainfall. Different RCM data sources show different output characters. The data source of the RCM model has an overestimate value from the NEX-GDDP while the underestimate comes from CORDEX. Table 5 shows a very high correlation between air temperature observation and the model, with NSE indicating a very good increase. The NSE values of all models before the correction are negative, both daily and monthly. A negative value means that the model cannot be accepted. However, after the bias correction was made, the values of all models increase to 0.606 -0.807 (for daily) and 0.966 -0.998 (for monthly). Furthermore, the error value after the bias correction also decreases significantly from 0.7 -2.082 became 0.121-0.173 (for daily) and from 0.425 -2.158 became 0.01 -0.046 (for monthly). Statistical values from bias correction of air temperature indicate that all models are very good in simulating air temperatures, both daily and monthly. This was different from the model when simulating rainfall was several models cannot be accepted as input for the impact model, while for the air temperature all are accepted. This was because the mechanism and representation of temperature in climate models were simpler than rainfall, which was more complex. It was very dependent on the specific location conditions and the rain formation scheme. Besides, the variability of rainfall was very high, both in the space and time scale, therefore, its simulation was more complicated than the air temperature.
Performance of the best RCM models
In terms of climate change impact studies, using ensemble models, it was believed that an ensemble model provides a good simulation compared to just using a single model. The use of a single model causes overconfident, while the ensemble model improves simulation performance in simulating climate data. Therefore, the ensemble models are more powerful than single (Bhattacharjee and Zitchik, 2015; Pierce in Her et al., 2016; Miao et al., 2014, Duan and Phillips, 2010) . However, assuming too many models were used it causes inefficient and inaccurate simulations of climate data. Therefore, the best performance analysis of the RCM model can be used as a reference in choosing some optimal ensemble models while maintaining important ensemble characteristics and minimizing bias to obtain an accurate mean ensemble (Herger et al., 2018) .
Based on Table 6 and Figure 4 , the resulting pattern of Taylor Diagram was the same as that from the ranking and model performance in simulating the extreme rainfall discussed above, namely MPI-ESM-MR, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, CCSM4, and GFDL-ESM2M models that were not good at simulating rainfall in the study area. Based on the description above, the best model in simulating rainfall both daily and monthly was the ACCESS1-0. It was based on ranking always occupies the top rank. These results indicate the similarity of research conducted (Perez et al., 2014) . Perez tested the performance of 42 CMIP5 models in terms of simulating historical climates, interannual variations, and consistency of projections for the future. Of the 42 models, ACCESS1-0 was the best model in simulating these three things. However, the ACCESS1-0 model in simulating extreme rainfall was not good compared to MRI-CGCM3. The MRI-CGCM3 model was the best model capable of simulating extreme rainfall and then followed by the ACCESS1-0 model.
When compared with the rainfall ranking, the best and the worst ranking for this air temperature varies depending on the day or month. This was possible because the variability in air temperature was very small compared to rainfall. With this small difference, it is sensitive in the ranking, although the lowest model in Figure  5 was far, however, all models were accepted as input because based on the three statistical parameters as stated, they were reliable and accurate in simulating air temperature.
Conclusion
Bias correction increases model performance as indicated by the increase in NSE and R 2 values as well as the smaller error value. However, there were still some models that performed poorly even though bias correction has been conducted such as CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 and MPI-ESM-MR. Furthermore, by using the ranking method and from the visual analysis by Taylor diagram, it was known that the best model in simulating daily and monthly rainfall was ACCESS1-0. Furthermore, for simulating air temperature, the best models were MIROC-ESM-CHEM (daily air temperature) and ACCESS1-0 (monthly air temperature).
